
An early example of onstraint propagation
1 IntrodutionThis doument is intended to provide a brief easy-to-read introdution to a pa-per entitled Parallel Reognition of Idealised Line Charaters, by J.R. Ullmann,published in Kybernetik, Vol 2, Part 5, June 1965, pp 221-226. This work isnot laimed to be pratial; instead it is an exploration of basi ideas, raisingquestions that remain unanswered after more than 40 years.In this simpli�ed introdution, we attempt to reognize only one pattern,whih we all the target. We on�ne our attention to losed polygons in whihthe angle at eah vertex is 90 or 270 degrees. A pattern (in this ontext) isa polygon in whih lines are omposed of 1's on a bakground of 0's in a one-dimensional array of bits whih we all the retina. Atually this work is notonerned with individual bits. And, for simpliity, the target never touhes theedge of the retina. Also, for simpliity, we are onerned only with line drawings:a line does not have a blak side and a white side.The aim of this (simpli�ed) work is to reognise absolutely any given targetpolygon on the retina, regardless of the presene of other patterns on the retina.The target is to be reognized even when it is shifted into di�erent positionsand/or saled to di�erent sizes.In this work a line pair is a pair of lines that meet at a vertex of a polygon.Any given line pair belongs to exatly one set, Li, of line-pairs. Within a setLi, line pairs di�er from eah other only in loation and/or in size (but not inrotation). Here loation means loation on the retina. If a set Li ontains a givenline-pair �, then Li ertainly inludes all possible shifted and di�erently-sizedopies of �.We de�ne H = fLkj at least one line pair in Lk is present on the retina whenthe target is present on the retinag. Heneforward, present means present on theretina. The following paragraphs introdue three shemes for deiding whetheror not the target is present. It is easy to see that onstraint propagation is usedin Sheme B. It is less easy to see why onstraint propagation is atually essentialin this ontext.
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(a) (b)Figure 1: A blue retangle marks the edges of the retina. (a) Example of a target.(b) A few examples of line-pairs in the sets L1, L2, L3 and L4 for this target.
2 Sheme ZSheme Z is: deide that the target is present if every set Lk 2 H inludesat least one line pair that is present; otherwise deide that the target is absent.Throughout this introdutory doument we always use the same example in whihthe target is the retangle shown in Fig 1(a). Eah of the four line-pairs in thissimple target belongs to a di�erent set Lk. Fig 1(b) shows a few members of eahof the four sets L1, L2, L3 and L4. If the target is present (in any loation orsize), Sheme Z will obviously deide orretly that it is present, even if otherpatterns are present at the same time, as in Fig 2(b). For Fig 2(a) Sheme Z willdeide orretly that the target is not present.For Fig 3(a), Sheme Z inorretly deides that the target is present, beausethe polygon in Fig 3(a) inludes at least one line pair in eah of L1, L2, L3 andL4. To prevent suh errors we introdue Sheme A.
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(a) (b)Figure 2: (a) An example of a pattern that should not be reognized as the target.(b) The target (at the bottom right) and some other patterns.
3 Sheme ASheme A is: deide that the target is present if every set Lk 2 H inludes atleast one line pair that is present on the retina and no set Lh 62 H ontainsany line pair that is present on the retina; otherwise deide that the target isabsent. Sheme A orretly deides that the target is present in Fig 1(a) and notpresent in Fig 3(a). But Sheme A inorretly deides that the target is absentfrom Fig 2(b) beause, although the target is atually present, other patterns(i.e. polygons) are also present. To prevent suh errors we introdue Sheme B.
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(a) (b)Figure 3: (a) Every line-pair in the target is inluded in this shape. (b) The redline-pairs are not in W0 beause they are not in the target.
4 Sheme BTo formulate Sheme B we say that a line pair � is plausible i� � belongs to anyset Lk 2 H and every set Lg 2 H inludes at least one line pair that is present.And we de�ne W0 = f�j� is present and plausibleg. Sheme B is:beginompute W0;repeati := i + 1;Wi := f�j eah line in � belongs to two plausible pairs in Wi�1gdelete every line that does not belong to at least two line pairs in Wi;until Wi = Wi�1;deide that the target is present if every set Lk 2 H now inludes at leastone line pair that is present; otherwise deide that the target is absent.end;Sheme B orretly reognizes that the target is present in Fig 1(a), absent inFig 2(a) and present in Fig 2(b). For Fig 3(a), Sheme B suessively deletesunsupported pairs as shown in Figs 3(b), 4(a) and 4(b). W3 is empty, so ShemeB orretly deides that the target is absent. Fig 7 in the Kyberneti paperprovides a more omplex example of onstraint propagation.4



(a) (b)Figure 4: (a) The red line-pairs are not in W1 beause they are not supported.(b) The red line-pairs are not in W2 beause they are not supported.
5 Related researhJ.R. Ullmann, \A Use of Continuity in Charater Reognition". IEEE Transa-tions on Systems, Man and Cybernetis, Vol SMC-4, No 3, May 1974, pp 294-300.Using binary onstraint propagation, this attempts to determine whether a givenharater ould possibly be a distorted image of another given harater. Distor-tion preserves ontinuity. A mapping between the two given haraters is subjetto a ontinuity onstraint implemented with orresponding pairs of line pairs.J.R. Ullmann, \Subset Methods for Reognising Distorted Patterns". IEEETransations on Systems, Man and Cybernetis, Vol SMC-7, No 3, Marh 1977,pp 180-191. Using non-binary onstraint propagation, this is a later developmentthat does not require all boundaries to be losed.J.R. Ullmann, \Pattern Reognition Using Degenerate Referene Data". In Pat-tern Reognition and Arti�ial Intelligene, edited by C.H.Chen, Aademi Press,1976, pp 508-528. Although this was published before \Subset Methods..." it wasatually later work, in whih distorted patterns were ompared against referenepatterns stored in a non-binary onstraint network. This work provides furtherexamples of non-binary onstraint propagation.J.R.U., January 2009 5


